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Segmentation Profile Bar Chart—Variable (Standard Benchmark) 
The segmentation profile of a variable, based on the segmentation system chosen in your current workspace (this example uses PRIZM Premier). Helps answer the  
questions: What is the segment profile of a survey variable? Which segments are more likely to watch baseball games? What are the top 3 segments, by index, for  
visiting a social media site? 

It is important to note the distinction between household-based profiles, denoted with an (H), 
and adult profiles, denoted with an (A). Both household and adult profiles are based to 
segment household counts. Some adult profiles will show a higher count of users than the 
household count, and thus, the percentages in some reports, and the percent penetrations in 
others, will appear greater than 100 percent. The best way to interpret these adult profiles is 
to use the index metric or to rank the segments by percent composition. In contrast, 
Household profiles will not exceed 100%.  

SG: Each segment is assigned to one Social Group (SG) based on urbanicity and socioeconomic rank. The SGs are: Urban (U), Suburban (S), Second City (C), or Town & Rural (R). 
LG: The Lifestage Groups (LG) categorize household composition based on age, socioeconomic rank, and presence of children at home. The LGs are Young (Y), Family (F), and Mature (M). 
Note: The above SG and LG definitions apply to the PRIZM Premier segmentation system. Check the Community pages for P$YCLE Premier and ConneXions definitions. 
Code: An integer assigned to each segment ranked based on factors specific to the segmentation system. For PRIZM Premier and ConneXions,  the consumer segments are generally based on the house-
hold’s purchasing preferences. For P$YCLE Premier, it is based in part on the income producing assets (IPA) of the households.  
Name: The name of the consumer segment. 
Count: The number of people or households within the variable that fit into the consumer segment.  
%: (Count / Total Count * 100) The proportion of the total population or households in each consumer segment.  
Base Count: The number of people or households in the benchmark. 
Base %: (Base Count / Base Total Count * 100) The proportion of the total benchmark population or households in each consumer segment.  
% Pen: (Count / Base Count * 100) Of all people or households who fit into that consumer segment in the base area, % Pen is the proportion that are found in the variable.  
Index: (% / Base % * 100) Measures if the variable population or households are more or less likely to fit into that consumer segment when compared to the benchmark. An Index of 100 is average.  

Indices above 100 are above average or over-represented. Indices below 100 are below average or under-represented.  

 
 The bar chart represents the Index 

value, with the center line repre-
senting an Index of 100. Target  
Segments are usually identified by  
selecting segments with significant 
percentages and high Indices. The 
colors are associated with the Social 
Group. When observing the output, 
the bar colors can also be changed to 
represent Lifestage Group using the 
drop-down menu above the table. 

The Benchmark—also referred to as the base—indicates the geographic extent for the report.   
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